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Advocates of decarcation often focus their critiques on imprisonment for non-violent offences. In 
this vein, current advocacy efforts to end mandatory sentences in Canada tend to carve out “serious 
violent offences” as not part of a reform agenda. In this chapter, Debra Parkes sketches out the 
contours of an argument for why feminists might not want to cede that ground, why anti-carceral 
feminism might involve centering our analysis on the most, rather than the least, serious crimes – 
starting with those who are serving life sentences for murder. Parkes identifies four non-exhaustive 
reasons for that focus. The first reason relates to the problem of using state violence through 
incarceration to address interpersonal violence. The second is about who bears the brunt of these 
sentences: in Canada, Indigenous women make up nearly half of all women sentenced to life in 
recent years. The third points to what we learn, and what informs anti-carceral feminist praxis, 
when we center the people who are living these sentences. A final reason relates to what we might 
be able to achieve, in concrete terms, by seeking to abolish these sentences.  
 
 
“We have to do the hardest work first, not when we are done with the rest of the work. We have 
to do the hardest work first. To me it is a chance to take leadership from edginess, from energetic 
people who live in ways that are generative of enthusiasm for struggle.” 
Beth Ritchie (2015) 
 
There is much talk these days of criminal legal system1 reform and sentencing reform. 
Policy-makers, advocates, and community members from a range of groups and social locations 
see the harms of punitive sentencing systems. There is growing awareness about the human and 
fiscal costs of mandatory sentences, about the harms of solitary confinement in prison, and about 
the truly alarming levels of mass incarceration of Black and Indigenous people in the U.S., Canada, 
and beyond. When it comes to sentencing reform, advocates often focus their critiques on 
imprisonment for “non-violent offences.”2 In this vein, advocacy efforts to end mandatory 
sentences in Canada and elsewhere tend to carve out “serious violent offences,” particularly 
murder, as not the focus of a reform agenda.  
However, as Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2015) has forcefully argued, identifying and focusing 
our decarceration efforts on the “relatively innocent” is a trap. It legitimates carceral logics and 
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punitive policies by implicitly conceding that there is a durable core of punishable subjects, usually 
those convicted of “violent offences.” This chapter sketches out the contours of an argument for 
why feminists might not want to cede that ground, why anti-carceral feminism might involve 
centering our analysis on the most, rather than the least, serious crimes3 – starting with those who 
are serving life sentences. In Canada, that means starting with everyone convicted of murder.  
The chapter opens with a brief review of key concepts such as anti-carceral feminism, 
(new) prison abolitionism, and the challenge the “dangerous few” pose to abolitionist work. Next 
it briefly describes Canada’s punitive murder sentencing laws and the growing population of lifers 
that has been created by them. The balance of the chapter traces the contours of a feminist 
abolitionism that meaningfully includes – even centers – the law’s most extreme punishments, and 
the people subjected to them in its theorizing and organizing. In arguing for an anti-carceral 
feminist praxis that advocates for the abolition of life sentences, the chapter identifies four non-
exhaustive reasons for that focus. The first reason relates to the problem of using state violence 
through incarceration to address interpersonal violence. The second is about who bears the brunt 
of these sentences. The third is about what we learn, and what informs anti-carceral feminist praxis, 
when we center the people who are living these sentences. A final reason relates to what we might 
be able to achieve, in concrete terms, by seeking to abolish these sentences. The chapter concludes 
with some thoughts on the future of this kind of organizing and scholarship in the current moment.  
 
1. Anti-carceral feminism and the new prison abolitionism 
While some of the foundational prison abolitionist scholarship of the 20th century was 
written by white, European men (e.g., Mathiesen 1974), Black women have been central to the 
development of abolitionist organizing and scholarship (Davis, 2003; Critical Resistance-
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INCITE!, 2003; Wilson Gilmore, 2007).4 The so-called “new abolitionism” of the past three 
decades is often identified with the Critical Resistance conference held at Berkeley in 1998, 
together with earlier organizing largely by women of color, that was rooted in a long-term political 
vision to end the prison industrial complex (Roberts, 2019). Dorothy Roberts (2019) outlines three 
main tenets of this new abolitionism: that the current (U.S.) carceral punishment system is rooted 
in slavery and the racial capitalist regime that undergirded it; that the criminal legal system 
functions to oppress Black people and other marginalized groups to maintain racial capitalism; and 
that it is possible to imagine and build a more humane and democratic society that does not rely 
on caging people to meet human needs and solve social problems.  
Bree Carlton (2016) has described anti-carceral feminism as a unique voice within the 
prison abolitionist movement, one “grounded in intersectional feminist critiques, strategies, and 
actions driven to struggle against and undermine structures of oppression that give rise to violence 
and injustice” (285). She has documented how anti-carceral feminist campaigners in Victoria, 
Australia engaged strategically with efforts to reform women’s imprisonment in pursuit of 
decarceration and structural change.  
On the crucial question of addressing gender violence, particularly sexual violence, Judith 
Levine and Erica Meiners (2020) draw on, and amplify, the work of abolition feminists, “women 
– Black, brown, queer, trans, poor, disabled – whom the state has never protected.” Levine and 
Meiners note that “[t]hese abolition feminists have learned from experience that prisons do not 
end violence, but instead perpetrate and perpetuate it, while destroying lives, families, and 
communities” (13). Abolition feminism, including the work of INCITE! Women, Gender Non-
Conforming, and Trans People Against Violence, grew out of a desire to create a movement that 
took seriously the imperative to address gender violence while also, crucially, rejecting the use of 
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state violence through incarceration as an effective means to address that interpersonal violence 
(Levine & Meiners, 2020, pp. 34-35).  
In a similar vein, Chloë Taylor (2018) has argued that it is imperative for feminist prison 
abolitionists to include sexual assault in our analysis. She points to the increasingly punitive 
sentences for sexual offences as a driver of mass incarceration; the way sexual violence is 
ubiquitous in prison life, perpetrated by both staff and incarcerated people; and the particular ways 
that the despised figure of the sex offender has been mobilized to justify long sentences and prison 
expansion (Taylor, 2018, pp. 29-30). Taylor notes that sex offenders are, in many respects, more 
despised than murderers. Yet murder is the most serious offence in Canadian law (and, indeed, in 
most legal systems) and the most severe punishments tend to be reserved for it.  
Prison abolitionists have long debated the place of “the dangerous few” in abolitionist 
theorizing and movements. As Carrier & Piché (2015) note, “abolitionists have not satisfactorily 
confronted some critiques that have been forwarded to prison and penal abolitionism, including 
the irresolution… of the problem of the ‘dangerous few’” (p. 3).  These “dangerous few” are a “set 
of constantly updated names and faces associated with acts so revoltingly egregious that they seem 
to defy the very possibility of language” (Carrier & Piché, 2015, p. 3). In media stories and 
Parliamentary debates about life sentences in Canada, names such as Clifford Olsen, Paul 
Bernardo, Robert Pickton — men convicted of multiple murders of women and children – 
regularly feature. The category of people convicted of murder is a large one and many, indeed 
most, of the people who are sentenced to life for murder are not in the league of Paul Bernardo or 
Robert Pickton. However, it is crucial that abolitionist movements reckon with the “dangerous 
few.” In fact, challenging the construction of dangerousness is critical and central to abolitionism 
(e.g., Neve & Pate 2005; Knopp et al. 1976). For Miriam Kaba the answer to the question of what 
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to do with the dangerous few is a collective project, “let’s figure out together, across our 
communities, what would be a just system for adjudicating and evaluating harm. ... It’s a question 
that invites people in, that invites people to offer their ideas” (Kaba & Duda, 2017). 
Furthermore, there is merit in turning the logic of starting-with-the-easy-cases on its head. 
A notable exception to the tendency to leave the “dangerous few” or the “most severe” cases to 
the end, is the approach taken by Liat Ben-Moshe et al. (2015) in drawing on crip theory, queer 
theory, and the radical deinstitutionalization movement to argue for an inclusive, antinormative 
abolitionism. They argue: 
[An] antinormative stance, enabled by a queer and disability studies/disability 
justice position, can be, and should be, the starting point of any abolitionary 
discussion and action…. A question raised often in the context of abolition of 
carceral spaces… is what to do with those deemed as having the most challenging 
behaviors. In prison abolitionist circuits, this discussion is known as “what to do 
with the dangerous few”…. Translated to praxis, some prison abolitionists and 
activists in the fields of developmental disabilities and antipsychiatry indeed begin 
their critique and suggestions for alternative social arrangements from the 
positionality of “severe” cases…. If left to the end, such people would most likely 
be placed in segregated settings (Ben-Moshe et al. 2015, 272-273). 
Ben-Moshe et al. provide the American examples of Jerome Miller and Fay Honey Knopp, whom 
they say “illustrate the ways we should center nonnormativity in general in our discussions… and 
begin our conversations from the position of those who are perceived as the most “severe” and 
defiant in imagining more just futures” (Ben-Moshe et al. 2015, 273). 
Indeed, Miller was a prison administrator who closed Massachusetts’ major youth jails and 
instead placed young people who were criminalized into community programs or homes, 
beginning with the youth considered most violent and dangerous (Miller, 1991). In a similar vein, 
Knopp wrote the prison abolitionist manual, Instead of Prisons, in the 1970s and then spent her 
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life working with the “toughest” cases of those convicted of sexual and other violent offences. One 
of her seven modes of decarceration was abolishing indeterminate sentences and parole. Knopp 
sought to “demonstrate the ineffectiveness of prisons for this segment of the imprisoned population 
[such that] there will be no doubt that prisons are also an ineffective response to less criminalizable 
acts like theft or drug use” (Ben-Moshe 2013, 91).   
2. Starting with whom?  
Starting with life in Canada means that we start with people convicted of murder. As of 
2018 there were 5,619 people serving life or indeterminate sentences5 (Public Works and 
Government Services Canada, 2019.  During the past decade, there has been a 25% increase in the 
number of people admitted to prison on a life or indeterminate sentence, such that people under 
these sentences represent 24% of all individuals under federal correctional supervision in Canada.  
The vast majority of these people – 4,759 individuals – are serving a mandatory life sentence for 
murder (Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2019).   
Everyone convicted of murder in Canada gets sentenced to life plus a mandatory period of 
time, set by a judge, that must pass before the person can apply for parole. That period must be at 
least 10 years but it can be set anywhere from 10-25, unless the law treats the killing as an 
aggravated form of “first degree” murder. The killing of a police officer or a prison guard, one that 
is found to have been planned, or one that took place in the course of certain other crimes such as 
sexual assault, forcible confinement or criminal harassment, is elevated to first degree murder. In 
those cases, the parole ineligibility period must be set at 25 years. 
While Canadian law does not formally provide for life without parole sentences, a law 
passed in 2011 makes it possible for judges to “stack” parole ineligibility periods if a person is 
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convicted of more than one murder. The judge can make the ineligibility periods run consecutive 
to one another. Under this law, a number of people have been sentenced to 75-year parole 
ineligibility periods in the form of three 25-year parole ineligibility periods ordered to run 
consecutively (e.g., R v. Bourque 2014, R v. Ostamas 2016). This is de facto life without parole. 
Furthermore, there have been attempts to formally make life without parole sentences a part of 
Canadian law. In 2015, there was a bill before Parliament called the Life Means Life Act that would 
have made life without parole sentences available for certain murders. That bill died on the order 
paper when an election was called. 
To be clear, the mandatory parole ineligibility periods simply provide a date at which the 
person becomes eligible to start applying for parole – for example after 10, 20, 25 or 50 years. This 
does not mean that the person will actually get parole at that time. Only 20% of lifers get parole 
on their first try (John Howard Society of Canada 2018). It is often only “model prisoners” –
usually white, middle-class people – who ever get out at or near their eligibility dates. Indigenous 
people, for example, spend more time in prison before being released on parole than their non-
Indigenous counterparts (The Correctional Investigator of Canada, 2019, p. 65). Some lifers are 
never released. Crucially, even when someone on a life sentence does get parole, they are under 
the thumb of corrections for their entire life, such that they can have their parole revoked and be 
returned to prison at any time until they die – even decades after they are first released on parole. 
Parole officers have broad discretion to suspend or revoke parole for reasons such as 
communicating with the wrong person, being high, being homeless, or being depressed, anything 
that might be considered to “indicate a potential increase in risk” (Correctional Service of Canada, 
2019, s. 13). 
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This happened to a friend of mine, a woman who served 18 years of a life sentence in 
prison and was on parole in the community for eight years before her parole was revoked for being 
depressed. She was put in prison over the Christmas holidays and her lawyer was working on 
getting her released through a habeas corpus legal action. A few weeks later, my friend was moved 
to a halfway house where she died by suicide. Her husband, also a lifer, did more than 20 years 
inside before being successfully on parole for a decade. Shortly after the death of his wife, he was 
charged with a new offence (a charge that was later dropped for lack of evidence) and his parole 
was revoked. That was eight years ago. He remains in prison. 
 
3. Why center lifers? Why start with abolishing life sentences?  
 
a. On using state violence to respond to interpersonal violence 
Harsh sentences for murder and other forms of interpersonal violence are often defended 
and justified as protecting everyone, but particularly women and children from violence. Feminist 
calls to take gender-based violence seriously have been heard as calls for more and longer 
punishment. The support of some feminists for criminal legal responses to intimate partner 
violence and sexual violence have lent legitimacy to particularly harsh sentencing regimes and 
have fueled the harmful policing and mass incarceration that come with these punitive polices 
(Bumiller, 2008, Kim, 2019a; 2019b). Levine & Meiners (2020) expose the relationship(s) 
between interpersonal violence and state violence through policing and incarceration, when 
viewed through an abolitionist feminist lens: 
Interpersonal violence and the violence inflicted by the state are not opposing actors 
in a moral or political war. Rather, the abuser or rapist and the criminal legal system 
are a team, the former the bad cop, the latter the good. They speak in unison: Might 
makes right. …[G]etting rid of punishment would be a great blow to the power of 
the patriarchy, as well as that of white supremacy (5). 
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We know that the pursuit of punishment has not led to the end of sexual and gender 
violence (Levine & Meiners, 2020, p. 2). As Jeff Shantz and Eva Ureta (2020) have argued recently 
in the Canadian context, “[p]roperly assessing calls to defund the police and other carceral 
institutions means a proper reckoning with what these systems are actually doing -- not what we 
imagine them to be doing.” While not to blame for the punitive regime of sexual offences and mass 
incarceration, some feminists “have played a large role in sketching the blueprint and supplying 
the parts that make the machine function” (Levine & Meiners, 2020, p. 4). Elsewhere, Lawston 
and Meiners (2014) provide a thorough, intersectional feminist account of some of the harmful 
implications of appeals to the carceral state to punish gender violence, drawing attention to the 
particular ways that women of color are caught in the carceral net. They critique the “pathways to 
crime” framework and subsequent gender-responsive programming, highlighting their role in 
expanding the carceral state, their failure to address the structural roots of harm and victimization, 
and their essentialism.  
Prisons are institutions of state violence. As Vicki Chartrand (2015) has explained in the 
context of women’s imprisonment, “violence occurs under a complex rubric of security and 
institutional order” (p. 6). It is routinized and manifest in such practices as strip searches, special 
handling units, involuntary transfers, solitary confinement, dry cells, lack of medical attention, 
self-harm, suicide, assaults, and forced injections. Through interviews with incarcerated women, 
Vetten and Bhana (2005) have identified similarities between women’s experiences of 
incarceration and abusive relationships. Both include authoritarianism, enforced restriction of 
movement, violence, and enforcement of trivial and arbitrary demands (p. 265). By punishing 
interpersonal violence with state violence through incarceration we locate the responsibility for 
that violence solely in individuals and we leave untouched the structures and cultures that facilitate 
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and perpetuate it, such as heteropatriarchy, colonial dispossession, white supremacy, capitalism, 
and the like.   
 
b. On who bears the brunt of these sentence 
In Canada, Indigenous women make up nearly half of all women sentenced to life in recent 
years (Public Works and Government Services Canada 2019), despite this group only comprising 
approximately four percent of the population of women in Canada. The rate of incarceration of 
Indigenous women is growing at a rate significantly faster than it is for Indigenous men. Gilmore 
(2015) argues that a focus on the relatively innocent – those convicted of non-violent offences – 
“helps to obscure the fact that categories such as ‘serious’ or ‘violent’ felonies are not natural or 
self-evident, and more important, that their use is part of a racial apparatus for determining 
‘dangerousness’.” Campaigns that are focused on decarcerating people serving time for non-
violent offences are going to leave out Indigenous women.  
Critiques of the mass incarceration of Indigenous people in Canada have largely focused 
on the “crisis” of Indigenous mass incarceration (Arbel, 2019), as the number and proportion of 
Indigenous people in prisons and jail rise each year. For example, the rate of federal incarceration 
(sentences of two years or more) decreased overall by 15% from 2009-2018. However, for 
Indigenous people it increased by 46%, including a 61% increase for Indigenous women (Public 
Works and Government Services Canada, 2019). As such, it is disturbing that there has been 
relatively little interrogation of the colonial violence that is at the heart of the history of policing 
and prison expansion in these lands now called Canada (Nichols, 2014; Arbel, 2019; Chartrand, 
2019). Robert Nichols notes that “[w]hen the critique of incarceration rests upon the over-
representation of racialized bodies within penal institutions, this tacitly renders carcerality a 
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dehistoricized tool of state power – even if distorted by the pathological effects of a racist society 
– displacing an account of the continuity and links between carcerality, state formation, and 
territorialized sovereignty” (Nichols, 2014, 444). Taking this history, and Indigenous sovereignty, 
seriously “calls for an alternative normativity that challenges the very existence of the carceral 
system, let alone its internal organization and operation” (445). 
There has been some long-overdue attention in Canada in recent years to the horrifying 
reality of missing and murdered Indigenous women. In 2019, the National Inquiry into Missing 
and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG) released its final report, identifying 
Canadian state responsibility for MMIWG as a genocide, and issuing 231 Calls to Justice, very 
few of which have been implemented. Those of us who go into prisons to meet with incarcerated 
people know that the Indigenous women, girls, trans, and two-spirit people whose disappearances 
and deaths have been largely ignored by law enforcement in Canada are the same people who fill 
women’s prisons in Canada. Indigenous people are, at once, over-policed and under-protected by 
law (Dhillon, 2015; Nichols, 2014). The maximum security units of Canadian women’s prisons 
are filled with Indigenous women (The Correctional Investigator Canada, 2019; Parkes, 2016). 
The authors of The Long Term: Resisting Life Sentences, Working Towards Freedom (Kim 
et al., 2018) understand the teaching they do in a men’s maximum security prison as feminist, 
abolitionist labour, connected to the labour of families and communities organizing on the outside. 
This work has made it evident to them that “[a]n abolitionist feminist praxis is needed now more 
than ever to challenge the indefinite long-term caging of our communities.” The brunt of punitive 
sentencing policies aimed at addressing violence, and murder in particular, is felt most harshly by 
those who are Indigenous and racialized. It is whole families and communities who are doing these 
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life sentences; and it is whole communities and networks that are seeking liberation through 
organizing and activism. 
   
c. On what our movement gains by centering lifers  
By listening to, and centering lifers – and particularly women lifers – in feminist 
abolitionist praxis we can see how the lives of these women and trans, non-binary, or two-spirit 
people are so profoundly shaped and harmed by structural and state violence and what Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore (2011) has aptly described as “organized abandonment.” By centering people living under 
life sentences we do not allow the official stories that are told about them to stand unchallenged. 
We tell different stories, ones that locate the particular event that led them to be criminalized in a 
context of state and structural violence, including experiences of trauma, poverty, racism, abuse at 
the hands of authority, and abandonment to deal with all of this individually. Rejecting carceral 
responses to violence, particularly murder, is unfathomable to many people. Yet when we actually 
engage with lifers’ lived realities, in their complexity, we tend to think quite differently. We need 
to start with these stories and not leave them for another day.  
For lawyers, who are regularly complicit in what Alec Karakatsanis (2019) has aptly called 
the “usual cruelty” of the criminal legal system, the abolitionist practice of developing 
participatory defence campaigns provides a promising model. Groups such as Survived and 
Punished (S&P) center people charged with serious offences, often women, and build a movement 
around the task of defending them. S&P is a national coalition that includes survivors, organizers, 
victim advocates, lawyers, policy experts, scholars, and currently and formerly incarcerated 
people. S&P organizes to de-criminalize efforts to survive violence, support and free criminalized 
survivors, and abolish gender violence, policing, prisons, and deportations. Through campaigns 
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and legal advocacy such as Free Breasha (Breasha Meadows killed her abusive father when she 
was 14 years-old) and Free Marissa (Marissa Alexander was prosecuted and threatened with 60 
years in prison for firing a gun to defend herself from an abusive partner), S&P brings attention 
to, and rallies coalitions of people and broader public support around individual women’s cases, 
while understanding and locating them within broader prison abolitionist critiques.  
Survived and Punished is, crucially, rooted in a rejection of the politics of exceptionalism. 
As the S&P website says, “[t]he ‘politics of exceptionalism’ occurs when people advocate for the 
freedom of an individual only because they are considered exceptional to other imprisoned people 
— for example, the perfect survivor, the perfect immigrant, etc.” S&P rejects that politics, going 
on to say that “[w]hen we support individual defense campaigns, or when we call for the freedom 
of ‘survivors’ in particular, we promote a ‘politics of relationality,’ or strategies that help people 
engage the broader crisis of criminalization.” The work of Survived and Punished is connected to, 
and integrated with, other prison abolitionist organizing. It does not see the women and trans folk 
whose cases S&P champions as exceptional. Their experiences are the result of the system working 
in the ways that Ruth Wilson Gilmore has laid out so powerfully, through organized abandonment.  
 
d. On what we might achieve by centering lifers  
Another way that those of us with legal training can contribute to abolitionist movements 
is through supporting strategic law reform efforts. Over the past three years I have been supporting 
the work of an Independent Senator in the Parliament of Canada who has put forward a bill to 
abolish all mandatory sentences (Bill S-208; Pate, 2020).6 The legislative change would allow 
judges to order a shorter sentence – or no prison sentence at all – instead of the minimum sentence 
currently mandated. The Bill’s sponsor, Senator Kim Pate, who identifies publicly as a prison 
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abolitionist, has insisted that the reforms would apply to all mandatory sentences, including the 
life sentence for murder, even though the inclusion of murder sentences no doubt makes the bill 
politically less palatable. I was called as a witness before the Senate committees considering the 
Bill and I wrote an opinion editorial on abolishing the mandatory life minimum sentence for 
murder when Senator Pate’s bill was being considered in the Senate (Parkes, 2018) in an effort to 
raise public awareness about the harms caused by these sentences. At the time of writing, Bill S-
208 is stalled in Parliament and is unlikely to be passed into law. 
From an abolitionist perspective, this legislative proposal involves possibilities but also 
serious limitations. The amendment would effectively turn mandatory sentences into presumptive 
sentences, meaning that a judge would not have to sentence everyone convicted of murder to life. 
And even if they did hand out a life sentence, the judge could order that the person subject to the 
sentence be eligible for parole at a number of years lower than 10, the current minimum. This is 
admittedly a relatively small change. And without a significant cultural shift it would not likely 
benefit many people because life sentences have become normalized in the Canadian criminal 
legal system. When capital punishment was abolished in Canadian law in 1976, the compromise 
was to bring in a harsh regime of life sentences and long parole ineligibility periods. Lawyers and 
judges – even criminal defence lawyers who otherwise advocate for no prison or as little time in 
prison as possible – tend to accept as unproblematic the idea that a person should be caged or at 
least under some form of correctional supervision for their entire life.  
The proposed legislative amendment, even if passed, remains a long way from actually 
abolishing life sentences, a goal that seems impossible to achieve in the short term. But that posture 
of impossibility is exactly what abolitionist thinking and organizing challenges. As Perry Zurn 
notes in the Foreword to this volume, abolition is a “kite-idea,” up against entrenched “aircraft-
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carrier-ideas.” Kites can be built at home. They are child-like, imaginative. They take flight only 
with a willing wind and are tagged as feminine, queer. By contrast, aircraft carrier ideas – 
punishment, incarceration, white supremacy, capitalism – are floating freight trains of destruction. 
Ben-Moshe (2018) argues that abolition is a radical epistemology – or what she calls dis-
epistemology. It is about both knowing and unknowing, “letting go of attachment to certain ways 
of knowing… [and] letting go of the idea that anyone can have a definitive pathway for how to rid 
ourselves of carceral logics” (347). The abolition of life sentences, and the decarceration of people 
subject to them, are part of the abolitionist alternative that Thomas Mathieson (1974, 1) describes 
as being rooted in “the unfinished, in the sketch, in what is not yet fully existing.”  
 
4. Conclusion 
As discussed by Mathieson (1974) and throughout the literature, abolitionists have long 
wrestled with the challenge of identifying “non-reformist” or positive reforms that pursue 
decarceration in meaningful ways while not entrenching carceral logics and penal institutions. 
Notwithstanding these worries and challenges, abolitionist work is productive, generative, 
difference-making. Berger, Kaba and Stein (2017) put it well: 
Prison abolitionists aren't naive dreamers. They're organizing for concrete reforms, 
animated by a radical critique of state violence. Central to abolitionist work are the many 
fights for non-reformist reforms — those measures that reduce the power of an oppressive 
system while illuminating the system’s inability to solve the crises it creates. Rather than 
juxtapose the fight for better conditions against the demand for eradicating institutions of 
state violence, abolitionists navigate this divide… Abolitionists have worked to end 
solitary confinement and the death penalty, stop the construction of new prisons, eradicate 
cash bail, organized to free people from prison, opposed the expansion of punishment 
through hate crime laws and surveillance, pushed for universal health care, and developed 
alternative modes of conflict resolution that do not rely on the criminal punishment system. 
 
Locating people subject to life sentences at the heart of abolitionist work does at least two 
things. It creates the potential to alleviate some of the worst harms of incarceration for those doing 
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the longest time. It also reveals and challenges the liberal lie that the criminal punishment system 
is actually about protecting people from violence and harm. By centering these harshest of 
sentences and those subject to them in our work we participate in the unfinished business of 
abolition. For me, that unfinished business includes teaching future lawyers, campaigning for the 
closure of prisons, and advocating for the freedom of currently incarcerated people. 
The law students I teach go on to become defence lawyers, prosecutors, or other 
participants in the criminal legal system. In bringing an abolitionist vision to my law school 
teaching, I hope to unsettle my students, these future lawyers, and to provide them with some tools 
to bring a prison abolitionist ethic to their lawyering work (Parkes, 2017; Karakatsanis, 2019). To 
close on a hopeful note, each year I meet law students who already identify as prison abolitionists. 
Admittedly, this is a small minority but I have seen it growing over the past 20 years. In 2020, the 
#BlackLivesMatter uprising and related work to defund the police and decarcerate our 
communities have brought prison abolitionist ideas and organizing into the mainstream (e.g., 
Paiella, 2020).  In my view, centering those doing the longest time for the most serious offences 
will be key to the movement’s long term success. #FreeThemAll 
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1 I use the term “criminal legal system” or “criminal punishment system” rather than “criminal justice system” to 
challenge the assumption that the system delivers justice. See generally Karakatsanis (2019). 
2 See, e.g., the website of the Smart Justice Network of Canada http://smartjustice.ca/smart-justice/prison/ (“the 
Smart Justice approach to prison is to reserve it for violent and dangerous offenders, and as a response of last 
resort, while aiming to solve the problem of non-violent crime in ways that are effective for people and for the 
public purse — outside the prison system.”) 
3 Crucially, abolitionist thought problematizes the notion of crime itself (e.g., Christie 2004). 
4 In Canada, Indigenous women such as the late Patricia Monture (2006) have been important voices in the 
movement. 
5 Indeterminate sentences are reserved for people declared by a sentencing judge to be “dangerous offenders” 
(usually for repeat convictions for violent offences). See Criminal Code of Canada, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46, s. 753.  
6 This was the second incarnation of this bill championed by Senator Pate. She put forward a similar bill in 2018, 
which was not passed but was subject to Parliamentary hearings and significant media attention. 
 
 
